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Chapter 4

Probing the Heisenberg spin
chain

In order to know which quantities are measurable in the spin chain, we have to
understand how the experimental setups probe the latter and which correlation
functions are involved. For this purpose, we shortly explain in this chapter how two
different observation methods based on neutron scattering or on x-ray scattering,
provide a response function proportional to two different correlation functions.
These two setups probe therefore different dynamics in the spin chain.

4.1 Inelastic neutron scattering

The use of neutrons to probe the magnetic properties of matter is optimal: they do
not interact with the charges of the system but they interact with the microscopic
magnetic degrees of freedom through the dipole-dipole interaction. The dynamical
correlation function can then be related at the first order to the cross section of
the neutron scattering on the crystal.

The neutrons needed to probe condensed matter have an energy of order of 1meV
and are called slow neutrons. A key parameter to have an efficient measurement of
a sample is the luminosity of the beam. The quality and the accuracy of the results
are directly related to the counting rate of neutrons and the processes providing
enough brightness are known to be nuclear reactions.

4.1.1 Neutron sources and apparatus

The neutrons are produced by two different sources [76]. As a first way, the spalla-
tion sources are based on an accelerator which produces high energy proton pulsed
beams colliding with heavy nuclei. The spallation term means that the de Broglie
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup of time-of-flight spectroscopy.

length of the protons is smaller than the size of the nuclides and the scattering pro-
cesses produce intra-nuclei cascades which produce neutrons by evaporation of the
nucleus. Due to the short time release of spallation neutrons, the time distribution
of the source follows the proton beam pulses.

A second possible source of neutrons are nuclear reactors. The Uranium fission
reaction is self-sustained and releases a number of exceeding neutrons during each
nuclear fission event. The nuclear fission that happens in a reactor produces a
continuous beam of particle with a energy in order of 1MeV.

The energies of neutrons coming out of the two sources mentioned here are orders
of magnitude above the 1meV of the slow neutrons energy which are needed for the
measurement. The beams must therefore be slowed down in a moderator where
they thermalize within a few microseconds. The sources being isotropic, the neu-
trons are emitted in all directions and in order to reduce the angular divergence,
one uses collimators made of neutron opaque material. They restrict then the out-
going beam to only a small solid angle. To control the magnitude of the wavevector
of the neutrons, different kinds of monochromators are used. Mechanically moving
slits which allow only the particles with a given velocity range to pass trough, are
called time-of-flight monochromators whereas crystals which reflect the neutron
via a momentum selective Bragg scattering are called monochromator crystals. In
order to count the number of scattered particles, one uses detectors based on the
ionization current produced by the collision with nuclei in a gas. The strong electric
field applied along the gas tube, induces a chain reaction and the resulting strong
amplification makes the neutrons reliably detectable.

We give as example of neutron scattering experimental setup, a time of flight
spectrometer such as used in [46]. In figure 4.1, the path of the neutron beam
is sketched, starting from the moderator located right after the source, through
monochromators, scattering on the sample and ending on the detectors. We omit
in this drawing the collimators and the neutron guides which allow to keep the
flux luminosity along the experimental setup. The setup allows one to determine
the energy loss ω = ωout − ωin and the relative momentum q = qout − qin of the
scattered neutrons.
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4.1

4.1.2 Microscopic scheme

The experimental realization allows one to make neutron scattering in a window
of the measured momentum transfer q and energy transfer ω. With these two
known quantities, the interesting part of the experiment is the measurement of the
scattering section for a infinitesimal window of solid angle dΩ along qout and of the
energy loss dω. This differential cross section can be divided between two distinct
contributions [77]:

d2σ

dΩdω
=

d2σ

dΩdω

∣∣∣∣
coherent

+
d2σ

dΩdω

∣∣∣∣
incoherent

. (4.1)

Whereas the incoherent part provides signal from the individual dynamics of the
atoms and is related to diffusion, the coherent part yields information about col-
lective excitations either elastic like the Bragg peak or inelastic like phonons and
magnons excitations. Using neutron scattering in order to push forward the un-
derstanding of the highly correlated systems, we are naturally interested in the
coherent part.

Regarding condensed matter physics, neutron scattering on the crystal represents
a small perturbation of the system. We can therefore use Fermi’s Golden Rule to
quantify the cross section of the coherent magnetic scattering:

d2σ

dΩdω

∣∣∣∣
λisi,sf

=
qout

qin

∑
f

∣∣∣∣∣〈λf|
∑
l

eiq·rlUsisfl |λi〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ(ω + Ei − Ef) (4.2)

where λi,λf are the initial and final state of the sample with the corresponding
energies Ei,Ef and where Usisfl is the matrix element for the atomic scattering on
site l between the initial and final neutron spin states, si and sf. By the use of Van
Hove’s result [78], we can express the cross section for the scattering of unpolarized
neutrons as a function of the spin correlator in the crystal:

d2σ

dΩdω
∝

∑
α,β∈{x,y,z}

(δα,β −
qαqβ
q2

)Sαβ(q, ω) (4.3)

with the dynamical structure factor

Sαβ(q, ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dte−iωt
∑
l

eiq·rl〈Sα0 (0)Sβl (t)〉 . (4.4)

In the context of the Heisenberg spin chain, inelastic neutron scattering (INS)
measurement was in agreement with the theory predictions for KCuF3 [43, 28],
CuPzN [44], Sr2CuO3 [45, 46] and Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 [79]

We show in chapter 6 an example of calculation of the dynamical structure factor
in the Heisenberg spin chain as it would be measured by INS.
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4.2 Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

In view of the increase in brightness of the new generation synchrotrons and, con-
sequently, of the capabilities to produce high flow x-ray beams, resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering (RIXS) has developed rapidly into a new probe of matter. Tuning
the scattered x-ray to a resonant mode of the substrate, RIXS benefits therefore
from a high photon absorption rate. For instance, the synchrotron can be set up
to make a so-called K-edge transition in transition metal ions (5− 10keV ), i.e. the
absorbed photon excites a 1s core electron into a 4p high orbital state. The 4p state
being at high energy, far above the Fermi surface, this transition does not cause
direct excitations in the electrons at the conduction band (3d). However, the hole
left in 1s creates a localized Coulomb potential which interacts with the valence 3d
electrons. The locality of the photon absorption is an assumption that is generally
accepted and widely treated as an Anderson model [80, 81]. In addition, the high
energy of the intermediate state induces a very short life time for the excitation and
within a few femtoseconds, the 4p electron recombines with the 1s core hole and
emits an outgoing photon [82]. The so-produced mechanism of indirect excitation
can probe collective behaviors of the band electrons such as charge, orbital, or spin
of which the energy and momentum are experimentally determined by the energy
and momentum difference between the incoming and outgoing photons.

The cross section for the resonant scattering process is given by the Kramers-
Heisenberg relation [83, 84]. As a function of photon energy loss ω = ω0

in − ω0
out

and momentum transfer q = qin − qout the scattering cross section reads

d2σ

dΩdω

∣∣∣∣
res

=
∑
f

|Afi|2 δ(w − Ef + Ei), (4.5)

where the scattering amplitude is

Afi = ωres

∑
n

〈f | D̂ |n〉 〈n| D̂ |i〉
ω0

in − ωres − En − iΓ
. (4.6)

Here |i〉, |n〉, |f〉 are the initial, intermediate and final states with respective energies
Ei, En, Ef . The resonance energy is ωres and the dipole operator is

D̂ =
∑
j

e−iqRjsjp
†
j +

∑
j

eiqRjs†jpj (4.7)

where Rj is the spatial coordinates of the core-hole and where j is an index run-
ning through the whole lattice and where q is the momentum operator acting on

the photon Hilbert subspace. The operators s
(†)
j and p

(†)
j annihilate (or create)

respectively a 1s and 4p electron.

4.2.1 Ultrashort Lifetime Expansion

We use here the fact that the intermediate state is not a steady state and therefore
has a very short lifetime. This means that in Eq. 4.6, the energy broadening Γ
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Figure 4.2: This sketch outlines the 1D magnetic active part of Sr2CuO3. We show
here a layer of the crystal and in the bulk, each chain is isolated from the layers
above and below by Strontium atoms.

which is the inverse of the core-hole lifetime is very large and we suppose that
Γ� En. We can then expand the scattering amplitude (4.6) in a power series [85]:

Afi =
ωres

ωin − ωres − iΓ

∑
l

(
En

ωin − ωres − iΓ

)l∑
n

〈f | D̂ |n〉 〈n| D̂ |i〉

=
ωres

ωin − ωres − iΓ

∑
l

〈f | D̂ (H0 +Hc)
l
D̂ |i〉

(ωin − ωres − iΓ)
l

(4.8)

where H0 is the generic Hamiltonian of the band electrons and Hc is the local
Coulomb coupling between the 1s core-hole and the 3d electrons. The scattering
amplitude can then be well approximated by the leading term of the series which
is a form factor between the initial state and the final state. The determination
of the leading term depends on the ratio between the core-hole potential and the
band width [82].

4.2.2 Spin chain

Considering copper oxide metal at low enough temperature, the material becomes
a Mott-insulator where the remaining low-energy degrees of freedom are spins.
The superexchange process between electrons localized in two neighboring sites
is equivalent to an antiferromagnetic spin-exchange interaction and we can then
describe the spin dynamics of the 3d electrons with the antiferromagnetic spin-1/2
Heisenberg model.

Motivated by the successful correspondence between predictions and experiments
for the 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnet [86, 87, 88, 89], we set out the computation
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Figure 4.3: Mechanism by which double-spin flip transitions are created in the
indirect magnetic RIXS process.

of the response function in the 1D case. As a possible realization, the magnetically
active part of Sr2CuO3 are chains of corner-sharing CuO4 plaquettes (see illus-
tration in figure 4.2). The exchange interaction J between adjacent Cu spins on
the chains is extremely large (200-250 meV); the interchain exchange interaction is
about 5 orders of magnitude smaller. It is therefore a realization of a spin-1/2 an-
tiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain over a wide temperature range, with high energy
magnetic excitations that are in principle accessible to Cu K-edge RIXS, using to-
day’s energy resolutions. In this case a magnetic scattering process as sketched in
Fig. 4.3 can occur [85, 86]. An x-ray incoming on site j produces a K-edges transi-
tion and creates a core-hole on the jth copper ion of the chain. In the intermediate
state, the presence of the core-hole modifies the 3d on-site energy levels through
the Coulomb interaction. In the Mott-insulating limit, this perturbation modifies
the actual superexchange coupling J between the spins. If U is the original on-site
double occupancy potential which is lowered by Uc on the jth site and raised by Uc
on the (j − 1)th and (j + 1)th sites, the perturbed superexchange coupling reads

Jc = 2t2
(

1

U − Uc
+

1

U + Uc

)
(4.9)

and therefore it modifies the spin-exchange interaction with the two neighbor spins.
In this case, we can write explicitly the Hamiltonian and the core-hole coupling
term:

H0 = J
∑
j

Sj · Sj+1

Hc =
∑
j

sjs
†
j (Jc − J) (Sj−1 · Sj + Sj · Sj+1) . (4.10)
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With a value of Γ ≈ 3
4eV [90] and Jc−J

J ≈ 1 [86], keeping only the leading term
l = 1 in (4.8) provides still a good approximation. Choosing the initial state energy

to be zero, with
[
H0, D̂

]
= 0 and since there is no core-hole in the initial and final

states, we can simplify the matrix element of (4.8) for l = 1 as

〈f | D̂ (H0 +Hc) D̂ |i〉
Jc − J

=
∑
i,j,k

〈f | eiqoutRis†ipisjs
†
j (Sj−1 · Sj + Sj · Sj+1) e−iqinRkskp

†
k |i〉

= 〈f |
∑
j

e−iqRj (Sj−1 · Sj + Sj · Sj+1) |i〉 (4.11)

where q = qin − qout, we used s†jsk |i〉 = δj,k |i〉 and similarly for pj operators.
With this last result, we can finally express the x-ray scattering cross section at
resonance (4.5) to the leading order

d2σ

dΩdω

∣∣∣∣
res

∝
∣∣∣∣ωres

Γ

Jc − J
iΓ + ω

∣∣∣∣2 Sexch(q, ω) +O
(

(Jc − J)2

Γ3

)
. (4.12)

It incorporates the spin-exchange dynamical structure factor

Sexch(q, ω) = 2π
∑
α

|〈0|Xq |α〉|2 δ(ω − ωα), (4.13)

where the spin chain ground state is |0〉, the excited states |α〉, excitation energies
ωα = Eα − EGS and the spin-exchange operator is defined

Xq =
1√
N

∑
j

eiqj(Sj−1 · Sj + Sj · Sj+1) . (4.14)

In the chapter 6, we show how to calculate this spin-exchange dynamical struc-
ture factor and we explicitly compute the relevant magnetic response function for
indirect RIXS in the Heisenberg chain.
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